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Affectionately coined, ‘The Hollywood Redneck’, Kevin blends his athletic and Hollywood 
experience along with some no-BS practicality that turns generational thinking into efficient 
and quantifiable solutions. His mix of plain ole’ creative redneck wisdom, leadership &  
communication strategies, transcend and deliver actionable results.

Kevin E. West enjoys a distinguished career as an actor, athlete, author, leader, and motivational 
speaker. A consultant and coach in the areas of leadership and communication skills, Kevin’s 
central theme has always been related to the complexities of pro-active communication, 
efficiency protocol, and overcoming the psychological fears that bind. When Kevin speaks 
it is often raw, deeply personal and yet he connects deeply with each individual in the room.

Kevin’s 30-year career led him to become the founder of an award-winning organization: The 
Actors’ Network. An organization helping today’s actors learn about the business of acting 
and how to realize the greatest success without repeating the mistakes of others. The Actors’ 
Network brings some of the most compelling personalities, including artists, authors, media 
personalities and sports icons. Kevin is an author of two-life changing books and he continues 
to pen his words in his upcoming book series, Kevin’s Dictionary. Columns and videos can be 
found throughout numerous online and print media platforms.

Kevin has been a requested expert on such International podcasts as: Cool Things 
Entrepreneurs Do & The Entrepreneur Way. Along with being the cover boy of City to Country 
magazine Kevin has appeared on NBC, ABC, CBS, FOX, TNT, F/X and Showtime. Kevin also 
has performed significant content and commentary on the radio, for his ability to identify 
vulnerability from Corporate to the individual. His humble beginnings belie his Resume as it 
reads more like the movie, Deliverance.

A much sought-after motivational speaker, Kevin delivers communication and leadership 
workshops for a variety of clients in the corporate and non-profit sectors. His hands-on 
professional development and executive programs, which Kevin has developed to help 
today’s professional reach their potential as leaders. From the back woods of rural Nashville, 
to looking like Tom Sawyer fishing for catfish at the age of 12 to shooting episodes in multiple 
Emmy-Award Winning television shows, Kevin speaks unabashedly from his core about the 
crucial importance of communication skills.
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KEVIN E.’S PROGRAMS MAXIMIZE
ABSORPTION AND COMPREHENSION:

COMMUNICATION
Lost in translation: The omnipotent beauty 
of efficient communication.
“The single biggest problem with communication is the 
illusion that it has actually taken place.” 
– George Bernard Shaw

PROJECT DEV
The inception of the menu must precede the 
grocery shopping.
“Reduce your plan to writing. The moment you complete 
this, you will have definitely given concrete form to the 
intangible desire.” – Napoleon Hill

GENERATIONS
The Scorpion (Boomers) & The Frog (Millennials) 
equal The Odd Couple
“Every good business story has a conflict and triumph
at the core and a turning point where a transformation
takes place.” – Dinesh Paliwal

BEHAVIOR RULES
Almost 40% of employees have dated a co-
worker so in the 21st century; “we need to talk.”
“Friendly human engagement doesn’t mean someone is 
‘into’ you; that’s lazy and arrogant.” – Kevin E. West

“Kevin E. West (@thekevine) was a breath of fresh air compared to what my Colleagues and I were 
used to when Dataspan hired him to Emcee our 2017 National Sales meeting. He immediately 
checked the “pulse” of the crowd and melded right in. He was funny, up to date on topics of the day, 
and the man can flat out, ad-lib. He even managed to pull off singing a college fight song for a few 
of the Alums on our Team.

In the past we commonly had various types of guest speakers, motivational speakers or Emcees 
within our industry (IT), who typically emphasized roll-playing n’ such. Kevin, however, was different; 
poignant but also had our company rolling from our CEO down to the ‘stiffest board’ in the room. We 
greatly enjoyed his work and felt an immediate camaraderie from his vibe. I highly recommend Kevin 
for a number of various of needs, platforms or occasions.” 

— Martin Montano (Sr. Acct. Exec., Dataspan Corp.)

 ‘The Hollywood Redneck’ is available for…!
Keynote Engagements * Emcee

Awards Ceremonies * Panel Expert
Corporate Consulting

(Pre-Evening VIP event or Same Day)

Mini/Micro-Group Training
(Same Day 2-Hour)

Breakout Coaching
(2-Hr. or Half-Day)
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Lost in translation: The omnipotent beauty of efficient communication.
Why 30 years in television made Kevin E. West an omnipotent communicator.

“The single biggest problem with communication is the
illusion that it has actually taken place.” – George Bernard Shaw

COMMUNICATION

The idea, the concept and the dissection of brilliant communication has been discussed or presented in more 
ways than you might realize. However, regardless of the attention paid to this imperative aspect of our lives 
and workplace, communication remains one of the most challenging elements for any company to solidify 
success and maximize efficiency. Why?

The answer, is simple, we’re human beings – the solution is subjective and complex. The idea that one’s work 
skill set automatically translates into great communication skills is one of the deadliest mistakes made in 
business and Hollywood. Far too often, communication execution is interpreted as if your team was starring 
in the movie, Lost In Translation. Confusion and chaos is always the result of poor communication which 
instantly terminates flow n’ success.

Take the pitch deck, for example, which will never succeed in properly communicating from its creator to its 
team how all of its aspects will be executed. A great Pitch Deck will never guarantee a tremendous result, not 
because the idea is poor, but commonly due to all the intra-communications required over time to execute 
it. This is analogous to the natural human assumption that because someone wears a certain “type” of 
Uniform they must be a good parent (ie: Teacher, Civil Servant etc.).  The Hollywood community, within every 
department and position, has some of the highest percentage of human diversity you will ever encounter.

Yes communication is very much left to this phrase: It’s not what you say – but how you say it. While this is a 
very true statement you must also consider all communication aspects; in person, in a group, on the phone, a 
text and the email (occasionally the written snail mail).  The crucial value of how one writes communication, 
in today’s world, is not considered to the degree it deserves along with the way one listens and hears the 
communication of others.

The Moral of the Story
1. The skill set of a team member cannot presume they also have terrific communication skills.
2. The issue of internal favoritism or unfairness diminishes due to clarity.
3. You can’t bully the facts which enriches the colleague to managerial workplace experience.
4. The work environment and mentality is vastly uplifted.
5. How well does your team translate conversation into accurate communication to others?
6. Hollywood sets are filled with stress, chaos, and vastly different individuals who are required to 

work and communication in unison.
7. Countless HR survey’s continually remind senior leadership that business is about people but you 

also must remember that people are different, were raised differently, think different.
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Beware the Parable: The Scorpion (Boomers) & The Frog (Millennial)
What 30 years in television taught Kevin E. West, about age differences in the, workplace.

“Every good business story has a conflict and triumph at the core and a
turning point where a transformation takes place.” – Dinesh Paliwal

GENERATIONS

Once again, communication originates within the mind of a human. It isn’t some pre-coded programming or a 
spreadsheet. This comment may strike you as funny; “Hey, Grandpa – I spilled my Latté.” I doubt, however, that 
many of the 55-60+ people in the workplace today would appreciate it coming from someone born between 
1985 – 1995.

We tend to get caught up in the specifics of the words chosen by the two different age groups but when it is all 
said and done it is not whether you say ‘cool’ or ‘swell’ it is much more about bringing mutual respect and work 
process closer together. The Baby Boomer parent fought in brutal archaic wars, whereas the millennial grew 
up with a smart phone, Google and a Prius. We may think the issue is about communication skills but there 
may be more to it than that. Two people, or even a group, can have a vastly different age gap or perspective 
but we mustn’t forget the importance of how work ethic or the specifics of the work are viewed.

The millennial is far more habitual or even comfortable about being autonomous or insular with their mind n’ 
physical work habits. The Boomer grew up doing virtually everything with others, as a team, both at home and 
work due to technology limitations. When the mentality or assumptive judgment from one group to another 
is dismissive just based on age then it is very likely the intra-communication will lack in certain key specifics.

Over the course of creating his own company and constantly engaging people from multiple countries, of all 
ages, working and communicating to bring them together in one fluid mentality, Kevin mastered the art of 
communication between generations. One of the initial keys in accomplishing this is to realize that neither The 
Boomer nor the Millennial are right or wrong. A company cannot be effective if you allow this premise to grow; 
“You punks have no idea how to work hard”  v. “You old fogies have no clue how to work smart.”

Where the hell does that employee mentality leave everyone at the company? Purgatory!

Val Kilmer: (Iceman - Top Gun): “You may not like the guys you’re flying with 
– they may not like you – but who’s side are you on?”

The Moral of the Story
1. Mutual respect from the outset can limit the amount of hills you have to climb.
2. More face time, not less, before you get too far down the road regarding communication.
3. The millennial fear of favoritism is only rivaled by a Boomer’s natural need to be stubborn.
4. Both groups have valuable skills and tendencies but ‘tone’ is infinitely important.
5. The misperception of workload can easily be avoided with better communication. 
6. The ‘love language’ of compliments about work performance isn’t that different.
7. Euphoria is reached when each group takes a step toward one another in their mind.
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The inception scope of any idea is crucial to how its execution should then be framed.
After 30 years in television Kevin E. West gained acute skills regarding project development.

“Reduce your plan to writing. The moment you complete this, you will have
definitely given concrete form to the intangible desire.” – Napoleon Hill

PROJECT DEV

Corporate America tends to get a reputation for having a project development philosophy similar to: ‘Ready 
– Fire – Aim’. This may sound cute or get a laugh from time to time but when it is actually true both for large 
and small undertakings it basically turns your otherwise healthy workforce into a M.A.S.H. unit.

Inception may have been a rather eclectic mind-bending movie directed by Christopher Nolan, but it also makes 
quite a tremendous argument for having your ducks in a row. What is real, what isn’t, what is fact and what 
is a created perception by someone else? Ask yourself how often projects are created and launched without 
the due process of vetting its execution? Project development synergy is not that difficult if it is properly 
conceived and structured but in many instances there are dozens of little cracks n’ holes left untouched which 
wind up leaking at the worst possible time and, once again, causing a unnecessary turmoil.

Ideas, Concepts, Goals, Decks, Plans, Marketing Strategy, Creationism: It’s all the same!! Imagine, if you 
will, the plans for a grand Thanksgiving Dinner with dozens of family in attendance. One would think that it 
would be absurd to claim that your Mother, Granny or Spouse would spend more ‘intelligent focused’ time 
meticulously planning a Thanksgiving Dinner than most companies spend planning their next launch but it is 
likely, very true.

Kevin E. West built an award-winning organization, not only without any capital, but also based upon a 
premise he was told would never work; the idea of getting artists to be both responsible and help one another. 
Additionally, Kevin has produced more than 35 one-day live events all of which require severe planning, flow 
and efficiency with no back up.

“If you go grocery shopping without a set menu you just wind up making extra trips!”
       – Kevin E. West

The Moral of the Story
1. The philosophy of ‘Ready – Fire – Aim’ will doom any terrific company idea.
2. Careful not to let your ‘project eyes’ be larger than your team’s stomach.
3. Almost any deck or idea can be scaled so your details must consider that.
4. Kevin’ism: Just because it’s possible doesn’t make it a good idea.
5. Ideas or not monolithic they’re dynamic. Not just the Law what ‘type’ of law?
6. Without extremely defined plans of action you’ll always have too many chefs in the kitchen.
7. It is easy to ‘pass the buck’ unless everyone involved knows their role.
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What 30 years of television in Hollywood, and just being a man, has taught Kevin about #MeToo 
involves a great deal of subjectivity as well as the omnipotence of audience awareness.

“Friendly human engagement doesn’t mean someone is ‘into’ you; that’s lazy and arrogant.”
– Kevin E. West

BEHAVIOR RULES

“Actions speak louder than words” is likely one of the oldest clichés that most every generation learns fairly 
early in life regardless of their birth year.  An inarguable fact is that behavior both rules the world and there are 
rules to behavior. You can choose to believe that we now live in a different era or you can realize that behavior 
has always mattered we’re just more open to exposing it.
 
Hollywood has a long history of making light of the so-called, Casting Couch. Yet the concept of #MeToo 
started long before Hollywood ever existed and has always been far more expansive throughout all industries 
since the first Silent movie was made. However, the levels of what we categorize as uncomfortable – 
unnecessary – inappropriate – over the line – harassment – physical touching or physical assault are exactly 
that, levels. The discussion, insight and self-introspection couldn’t be more important at this time.
 
There is another common cliché that is necessary to apply regarding, #MeToo: “An ounce of prevention is 
worth a pound of cure.” At this moment in history it is imperative that we turn the tide of how we evolve and 
think about our behavior before we act; awareness and understanding are paramount.
 
Virtually every culture in the world has spent hundreds of years excusing away the behavior and/or natural 
tendencies of men toward women as, boys will be boys. Unacceptable.
 
A former U.S. president once said; “just say no” which can potentially work when discussing drugs or eating 
or trying to wean yourself off of drinking too much soda as it only relates to yourself. When you’re addressing 
ones behavior outwardly to another it’s a ‘whole other Oprah’ (aka, show). The time has come for both men 
and women to better understand the subjectivity of their workplace behavior.

The Moral of the Story
1. The behavior of a person toward others does not necessarily apply to you.
2. Regardless of your intentions – it is still very possible to make someone very uncomfortable.
3. Hyper awareness via sensitivity isn’t a weak trait but rather best friend.
4. The Golden Rule is one of the best teachers and starting points regarding behavior.
5. Like it or not, often times what spills out of your mouth, is who you truly are exposed.
6. You do not have the right to assume your behavior is “ok” just because of your income or title.
7. We must find a balance of healthy engagement, interaction and yes, flirting, as a natural course of 

human behavior while simultaneously respecting the line of who, when and how much. 
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Why you want to hire, Kevin E.!
…a bad-ass who is …Transcendent

Delivering a message is relatively easy but to convey it in such a way, within a certain arena, so that it is 
absorbed and alive as one continues onward has exponential value.

…a bad-ass who is … Dynamic
Kevin’s eloquent and timely usage of simple and poignant metaphors n’ analogies are not only entertaining 
but allow a message to become uniquely personal and simultaneously universal.

…a bad-ass who creates … Connection
Kevin’s youthful interest in psychology, coupled with the heart of artist from a challenged childhood, feeds 
every concept, message and word he delivers with infectious vulnerability.

…a bad-ass who is … Pro-Active
While CEO’s, VP’s, middle management and support staff all like the idea of ‘getting after it’ but it can be 
quite difficult if you really don’t know how. “Do or do not – there is no try.” – Star Wars, Yoda

…a bad-ass who reveals …The Core Answer
A Keynote speech or light dinner conversation can expose a basic premise but beneath all elements of life 
is a foundation of germination. When the light of the core is exposed it can never be dimmed.

Audience Walk/Take away
• The awareness of a new and superior understanding of one’s own communication evolution, which 

thereby naturally change habits, and minimize pitfalls!

• An invigorated attitude and fresh perspective as it relates to their job description and how it can be 
enhanced n’ simplified.

• With a renewed understanding of how to better engage with their colleagues and thereby increase 
the possibilities of higher self-esteem and personal power.

• A much more pragmatic approach to projects as well as the ability to more seamlessly transition 
from one mentality to another throughout the development and completion of a project.

• The weightless ability to begin working without fear which enhances the value of leadership 
amongst us all.

• “Give a man a fish – feed him for a day. Teach a man to fish – feed him for a lifetime.” An 
enlightened view of one’s ego that makes you say; “I’m Possible” instead of just being impossible to 
work with. 
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 How Kevin’s time with you can 
provide omnipotent R.O.I.

Event Pre-Plan
• Have a conference call with the “Powers that Be” to ensure the event’s success.

During Event
• Be available throughout the day if requested for anything special.
• Please to have lunch or a 20-minute private chat with a particular individual.
• Custom his programs to your specific agenda or company.

Post-Event
• Hold a book signing & any photos that might be desired.
• Discuss specifically what worked and in what way for the attendee’s.

Testimonials
Kevin always listens well. Something that seems like an easy 
thing to do but it is not.  Some will listen so that they can tell 
you how much they know.  Kevin listens with the intent to 
help and when he responds it is with frankness, integrity and 
care.” Kevin’s encouragement for tenacity and imagination 
will leave you with renewed determination and focus…  
— David O’Shea (Agent, Dept. of Treasury)

Kevin E. West: The Best! Not only is he a wise guy (no pun 
intended!) but his ability to pull my covers, then have me 
laughing through my tears, makes him one in a million.  
– Joy Rinaldi (Owner/Founder, McCadden Place Theatre)

Kevin has a unique way to get to the point with humor, not 
offense; it’s a rare gift. 
– Jessika Lawrence (Commercial Development, Hawaii)

Kevin is an incredibly articulate and knowledgeable… His no 
nonsense approach and vast business knowledge combined 
with a great sense of humor make him an invaluable asset...  
— Virginia Kingston

Every time I’ve had a consultation with Kevin, I’ve found 
him to have a thorough understanding of how the industry 
works, and he has provided me with excellent direction and 
specific, practical tools in pursuing my career and getting 
it to the next level.  I’m still using the ideas he suggested in 
our very first consultation more than 10 years ago. 
— Richard Clarke Larsen

…Kevin gave me a real look at what I needed to work on and 
how to approach it. Because of Kevin I was able to move 
forward in a positive way… Kevin’s insight and knowledge 
helped me make stronger business decisions...  
Thank you Kevin.  
— Brian Baldini

Kevin’s no-nonsense approach... refreshing and useful. I 
walked out the door empowered with a lot more spe4cifics 
that I had when I walked in. Kevin’s advice was practical and 
applicable in the real world. 
– Heather Wood (Staff Writer, Sydney to the Max)
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